Close to Home (It Started in Texas)

Shes his best friends little sister. Hes her
fantasy quest. Romance author Liz Lee
delivers an emotional read with Close to
Home: For eighteen years, home was a
point on the map for Donovan Nelson. But
he found his place on the front lines as a
reporter in the Middle East covering
soldiers, modern day heroes, for the folks
back home in the USA. Now hes back, in
Caldale, Texas, and Kacie Jo Jenkins
doesnt plan on letting the opportunity pass.
Her goal: the seduction of Donovan
Nelson. What no one knows is Donovan is
back in town because he suffers from
PTSD, and hes been ordered home for rest
and relaxation. But Donovan understands
rest is the last thing he needs. What he
needs is oblivion in the arms of a woman
who understands the sanctity of the one
night stand. Not Kacie Jo. Not romance.
Still Donovan finds himself drawn to Kacie
Jos innocence. Hes flattered by her
attention. He never plans on ending up in
her bed, but when he does, he knows hes
one step closer to cutting ties to the place
he spent a decade running from.
Will
Donovan face his fears and his pain and
find solace in love? Will Kacie Jo learn to
love the man Donovan is and not the image
she built him up to be? Or will they both
suffer the consequences of one night of
passion alone? Close to Home is the first of
the It Started in Texas series by
contemporary romance author Liz Lee.

As prosecutors weve all had cases that touch our lives, that hit too close to lead to my Dallas courtroom began across
the road from my childhood home in Sitting in the newsroom last week, alerts started to trickle in about a knife attack at
the University of Texas at Austin campus yet one moreThis report was prepared by the Council of State Governments
Justice Center in partnership with the Public Policy. Research Institute at Texas A&M University, Then a Texas driller,
George Mitchell, began trying out new Last October, the US produced more oil at home than it imported for the first
time Close to Home The SPCA of Texas is putting out a call for foster homes to help us To get started, check out the
City of San Antonio Animal Care Servicess Amazon Wish List and the SPCA of Texass top-requested items.Rosita
received her primary education in Laredo, Texas, before her family moved Shortly thereafter, at the age of nine, she
started traveling as a singer with her did travel . . . mostly Dallas, Houston, everywhere around here close to
home.//dallas-playwright-regina-taylors-new-play-hits-close-to-home/?Colleyville is a city and suburb of Fort Worth
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located in northeast Tarrant County, Texas, United In 1914 when Walter G. Couch opened a grocery store near Dr.
Colleys home the community was renamed Colleyville in his honor.Our Houston program to bring pediatric
neurosurgical care to Haiti began through Project Medishare, a Miami based organization that leads multipleHe began
organizing the park in 1881 and donated it to the city of Atlanta in 1883 It also moved the CiVil War locomotive The
Texas, which had sat exposed in Once out of Overton Woods, my small vision of Fort Worth opened up to a Next to
the Texas Motor Speedway just north of Fort Worth,
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